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Let/be a real function of period 2tt. If the rth fractional derivative, r > 0, is of bounded/?-variation, Golubov [3] has obtained estimates of the degree of approximation of/, in the sup and Lq norms, q > /?, by the partial sums of the Fourier series off
We consider the analogous problem for functions whose fractional derivatives are of ^-bounded variation. In 2.1 we extend Salem's theorem of uniform convergence of Fourier series. In 2.2 we obtain estimates on the degree of approximation in an Orlicz space norm.
In this chapter we shall review the background material which we shall require. In § 1 we concern ourselves with Orlicz spaces, §2 will present basic information on cp-bounded variation, and §3 contains the relevant information on the fractional integral and derivative. All functions which admit this representation are called Young's functions or N-functions. Henceforth, we consider integrable functions / of period 27r; integration will be with respect to Lebesgue measure and will extend over a full period unless otherwise noted. Define A»-{/:/*(/)< oo} and L*, = {/: kf E Lq for some real number k ¥= 0).
Lq is called an Orlicz class. With norm 11/11*-s«p{//g: f**(8) <l)
L% is a Banach space, and is called an Orlicz space.
Luxemburg introduced an alternative norm on L$:
We have the relation || • ||¿ < || • ||4 < 2|| • ||$, making them equivalent norms, but, for/ =£ 0 a.e., ||/||*/ll/ll* = C,C not dependent on/, if and only ifcp(M) = ^|«|',/?> 1.
It is known that for all/ E L%, g E L*,., /*(/) < WAV* if ma onIy »f ||J||« < 1. l*l<« Then co^O; /) = co4(0; /) = 0; (>)<,, and c<4 are nondecreasing. These functions are continuous if/can be approximated in norm by trigonometric polynomials. The definitions given above are analogous to those of w(/?), /?-modulus of continuity of / E Lp and of w, the modulus of continuity of / E C. We say that an JV-function <P satisfies the A2-condition ("is A2") if there exists k > 0 such that for u > 0, <D(2h) < k$(u).
We say that $ satisfies the A2-condition for large (small) values if there exists k, u0 > 0 such that for u > u0 (u < u0), <p(2m) < k$(u).
The following conditions are equivalent: 1. 4> is A2 (for large values, for small values). 2. For each c > 1, there exists k(c) such that $(ch) < k(c)$(u) for all u > 0 (u > some uQ, u < some u0).
3. There exists a > 1 such that, if cp is the right continuous right derivative of $, |h|ç(|«|)/*(«) < « for all u ¥= 0 (for |w| > some u0, for 0 < |w| < some w0).
From condition 3 we have that if O is A2 for large values, \u\ > u0, then *(«) < *(«o)M7«o";
if <P is A2 for small values, |u| < u0, then
and if $ is A2, both these inequalities hold.
We have, further, that L*, = Lq if and only if <S> is A2 for large values, and L*, is separable if and only if $ is A2 for large values. When L% is separable, the polynomials are dense in L%. Thus, we see that we can guarantee continuity of w^ if $ is A2 for large values; otherwise, continuity depends on the function/ G L%.
If we have a sequence {/"}"", G L% then norm convergence to, say, /0 implies mean convergence to/0 G L%. The converse is true if and only if $ is A2 for large values.
We define a partial ordering on the set of AZ-functions by $, < 3>2 if there exists u0, a > 0 such that for u > uQ, $2(m) < u$i(h).
*i ~ *2 (reac* "is equivalent to") if $, < $2 < $,. It is known that <J>, < $2 implies that Lq Ç L9, and, hence, that equivalent A-functions generate the same Orlicz class. Clearly, then, if O, ~ $2 and $, is A2 for large values, then $2 is also. It is known that in each equivalence class of functions which are A2 for large values there is at least one function which is A2.
From the remarks following condition 3 we have that "$> is A2 for large values" implies that La={/:/|7la<oo}çL<t=L$.
Ryan [10] has shown that reflexivity of LJ is equivalent to both $ and $* satisfying the A2-condition for large values.
Orlicz first introduced (L%, || • ||4) with the restriction that Í» be A2 for large values; Zygmund removed that restriction.
We say that $ satisfies the A'-condition if there exists c > 0 such that for x, y>0,
We say that 4> satisfies the A'-condition for large (small) values if there exists c > 0 and u0 > 0 such that for |x|, \y\ > u0 (\x\, \y\ < u¿) $(xy) < c$(x)$(y).
All functions which are A' in one of the above senses are also A2 in that sense, but the converse implication is not true.
If $ is A' (A2) for small values, say |w| < u0, then we can replace u0 by any w > uQ, but the A' (A2) constant increases unboundedly with w unless 4» is A' (AJ for all values.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. ^-variation. We shall require only a few basic notions concerning generalized variation. A more detailed presentation is found in the papers of L. C. Young [13] , E. R.
Love [5] , and Musielak and Orlicz [6] .
We define, for an JV-function $, K,(/;/)-sup 2 *(/(*,) "/(VIA Q where the supremum is taken over all partitions Q of the interval /. We say that/E%(/)if V9(f;I)< oo. Define Vi°\f;I)= sup 2 *(/(*,)-/(*,-i)). It is known that 0, « <D2 implies %( Ç %j( and thus defines another equivalence relation on the set of iV-functions.
Functions / of Í» bounded variation can have simple discontinuities only. We shall assume that they are normalized so that /(*)-!(/(* + )+/(*-)).
3. Fractional integral and derivative. In addition to our previous assumptions concerning the integrability of /, we shall assume that // = 0.
We may choose the constant of integration so that the mean value of /(I), the integral of /, is zero. Since /(1) is periodic and of mean value zero, when integrating it we can choose the constant of integration so that/(2) is periodic and has mean value zero. In general, having defined /(I),..., f,r_ X), choose for/w that primitive off,r_X) whose mean value is zero, i. In other words,/is the fractional integral of order r of/(,). We shall adopt a more restrictive definition so that the fractional derivative always has this property. We say that g(x) E Lx(-tr, tr) is an rth order fractional derivative of
We denote g by/(r);/(0) will denote the function/. This definition is sufficient for our purposes and will be used throughout. 
The functions we shall consider are in class L*, and have rth fractional derivative in class %, r > 0. Thus, the functions and their rth derivatives have mean value zero. The class ^^ r > 0, will denote the class of functions /such that/(r) exists,/w G %, and, fr)(x) = 2(fr)(x + )+f('-)(x-)). §n 1 . Approximation in the C-norm. We devote this section to generalizations of Salem's theorem on uniform convergence [11].
1.1 Theorem. 7//w G T^, 0 < r < oo, 2 $*(l/k) < oo,/(r) continuous,
Proof. For r = 0 the conclusion is Salem's theorem so we assume r > 0.
Define /)"')= 2 k~'cos(kt -\*r) = D¡f\t) -S"(DP; t)
since /(r) is continuous. We follow [8] and perform an Abel transformation on the remaining integral, which yields
,as 1
= cos x ™ sml -5-'j/ 2 sin 2 .
• 1 /2A+1 \ /. . t + sin -ra-cosl ---tj/ 2 sin -.
We want to show that
uniformly in x as n -» oo (A > «). Now let f ^i°(0v,(-0 * -cos \™ Jn\t) + sin \ nr #<»(/).
Jir/n<\t\<ir
Letting Dk denote the kth Dirichlet kernel and observing that k > n, Letting A/ = m, we obtain, for some 9 E (at, 2ir),
Without loss of generality, we assume the number of terms in the summation to be even. If the number of terms is odd, we may omit either the first or the last term, both of which are o(l) as n -» oo.
Neglecting signs, the sum of two consecutive terms is 
Choosing an integer M, M = M(n) « V". the sum of tJîe first M of these terms is
as n -» oo. The sum of the remaining terms is c supl/^l u(ir/k;f") ^/n;fr)) (26 + 2)(2h + 1) (26 + 2)(26 + 1)t7
Thus, the replacement gives an error in the sum of these terms which is less thancco(7r//j;/(r)). . <^A;/'))logm + -~i.
We choose /n increasing with « so that 4t/";/WW'«-*0. 
Equations (6) and (7) remain the same. For (*) however, we do not use the mean value theorem, and will assume from here that the sums we work with will be integrated over (it, 2tt). We say again assume that the number of terms in the summation is even, since 1/ sto"9,(2L+iE)_l^<cI-(,(.) as^co.
Then equation (8) and replace u + 2hir in the denominator with (2A + 2)n, there is an error (10) . t>(5r/A;/fr>) f(V«;/f))
Thus, replacement gives an error in the sum of these terms which is less than «?(*/«;/(r)).
Equations (11) and (12) remain the same, but (13) |i| |log|/|| is bounded on (-1, 1). Hence, <b(2ct log|i|) is bounded on (-1, 1) and has a finite integral. Thus, f $(gr(t))dt< oo, r>0.
•/0<|f|<l
For all r > 0, we have, by hypothesis, f <b(gr(t))dt<{ <b(c/t)dt <oo.
J\t\>i J\t\>i
Thus, for r > 0, ('°<b(gr(t))dt<oo.
•'-00
We now return to the proof of Lemma 2.1. From Nikol'skiï [8] we have that (1 -pf + px2 dp and |*" r>.*)|-^r
Now consider 9"(a, r, x). We substitute p = exp(-t?/(« + 1)) and t = nx in the expression defining 9n, obtaining •
Hence, f d>($-i(")e*(a, 0, /)) dt< 0(n$(®-\n)/n)).
Then, since e'"(a, 0, t) = e*(a, 0, /) + IV0(/),
["" §\%-\nyn(<x, 0, /)) dt< nO($($-x(n)/n)) + 0($($-x(n)/n)).
J -mr
Define e"(a, r, x) = e'n(a, r, nx) + S"(r, x), for |x| < it. Then, r* $("'$-\n)e"(a,n,x))dx
Hence, and /" *(<p,(a, r, x))dx< c\r *(A,+ l(x)) A + f°° *(*,(*)) dx] < oo,
by Lemma 2.ID, which yields the conclusion of the lemma with $(<P*(a> r, x)) dx. • I p"(log 1/p)'-st" --dp Jo p2 -2p cos x + 1 ! M2p"->gl/p)r <-=-Idp.
For |x| > 5,
. Proof.
L\y<i>-x(n)(f-sn(f))l Since e is arbitrary, and we also know that V%(f) > 2Jli^(a() for all functions/ G T^, where {o¡) is the sequence of jumps off, the desired result follows.
2.7 Lemma. Suppose /w G L*,, r > 0, then L*, reflexive implies ll/-^(/)L<^^(i;/w).
Proof. For/ G L%, Ryan [10] has shown \\Sn(f)\\* < cll/ll<j» wnere c is independent of n and/if and only if L% is reflexive. Suppose Tn(x) is an nth degree trigonometric polynomial of best approximation to / and define E"(f\=\\f(x) -Tn(x)l.
Reflexivity of L% yields (1) \\f-Sn(f)l<\\f-Tn\\9+\\S"(Tn-f)l<(c+l)En(f)9.
We now use a result which will be proved below: For/(r) G L%, there exists c = c(r, d>), such that (*) *»(/)•<£«*( ¿;y°»).
Equations (1) and (*) combined yield the result.
To prove (*) we need the following definitions and results from Sz.-Nagy [7] 1. Suppose 2Jm-{Oj.om_x, Tj, ...,Tm_x) and g E Lx, g(x)2 "_,•«* cos Ä:x + /?A sin kx. Define a "regular approximation to g(x)" by m-l £m-i(2,m; *) = 2 <>*(«* cos kx + ßk sin kx) + rk(ßk cos /ex -ak sin ¿x).
2. Henceforth, X = {A^.}^, denotes a three-fold monotone sequence converging to zero (Xj > 0, Xj\0), for which ~2(Xk/k) < oo, and let 5 be an arbitrary real number. If where the right-hand side has no dependence on /w0. Since e is arbitrary, we have lim «'*"T>0||/-S"(/)||*< 1/*-
